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“Fundamentals matter and always win out.
This concept is true in all things—from art,
to music, to sports, to investing.”
John W. Rogers, Jr. and Mellody Hobson

“ We prefer to ‘buy what others are selling’ and,
as a result, tend to own stocks with ‘negative
momentum.’ In certain industries, we like to own
companies trading at a discount to their book
value...None of these preferences are unusual.
They are all classic traits of value investing.”
Charles K. Bobrinskoy

“ While markets have been challenging, we do
not believe much has actually changed at the
fundamental level.”
David M. Maley

“ The exact same holdings that hurt one year,
actually helped the next. In fact, most of
the issues that drove outperformance
were longtime holdings which illustrates
the merits of our patient approach.”
Rupal J. Bhansali
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ARIEL SMALL CAP VALUE TAX-EXEMPT COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: September 30, 1983

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-19.74%

-13.44%

6.36%

3.00%

14.11%

12.29%

Net of Fees

-19.94%

-14.29%

5.30%

1.98%

12.98%

11.17%

Russell 2000® Value Index

-18.67%

-12.86%

7.37%

3.61%

10.40%

10.24%

Russell 2000® Index

-20.20%

-11.01%

7.36%

4.41%

11.97%

8.84%

13.12%

10.65%

S&P 500® Index

-13.52%

-4.38%

9.26%

8.49%

ARIEL SMALL/MID CAP VALUE COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: December 31, 2000

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-18.87%

-12.98%

4.88%

5.22%

15.42%

8.45%

Net of Fees

-19.07%

-13.83%

3.84%

4.17%

14.28%

7.38%

Russell 2500™ Value Index

-17.12%

-12.36%

6.59%

4.16%

11.62%

8.40%

Russell 2500™ Index

-18.49%

-10.00%

7.32%

5.15%

13.15%

7.95%

S&P 500® Index

-13.52%

-4.38%

9.26%

8.49%

13.12%

5.70%

ARIEL MID CAP VALUE COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: March 31, 1990

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-16.40%

-12.79%

4.75%

3.56%

14.67%

11.12%

Net of Fees

-16.61%

-13.66%

3.71%

2.53%

13.53%

10.01%

Russell Midcap® Value Index

-14.95%

-12.29%

6.06%

5.44%

13.03%

10.99%

Russell Midcap® Index

-15.37%

-9.06%

7.04%

6.26%

14.03%

10.90%

S&P 500® Index

-13.52%

-4.38%

9.26%

8.49%

13.12%

9.49%
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According to a recent edition of Bloomberg BusinessWeek, “[Former Federal Reserve Chairman] Ben Bernanke
got a big laugh from economists in Atlanta on January 4, 2019. A few minutes after [Former Fed Chair] Janet
Yellen said ‘I don’t think expansions just die of old age,’ he replied, ‘I like to say they get murdered.’” 1 To his
point, you could pick your poison during the last quarter of 2018—from trade skirmishes and a government
shutdown in the U.S., to Brexit and yellow vest protests in Europe. Gallows humor probably led the
BusinessWeek writer to joke, if not murder, perhaps “involuntary manslaughter?” 2
In what proved to be a brutal quarter ending December 31, 2018, the Ariel Small Cap Value Tax-Exempt
Composite lost -19.74% gross of fees (-19.94% net of fees). While such a dramatic decline is always jarring,
our results fell more or less in line with the Russell 2000 Value Index which dropped -18.67% and the
Russell 2000 Index which gave back -20.20%. And while there is no question that smaller companies fared
the worst during this recent market correction, no area was left unscathed. As such, the Ariel Small/Mid Cap
Value Composite declined -18.87% gross of fees (-19.07% net of fees)—slightly behind the Russell 2500
Value Index’s -17.12% tumble as well as the Russell 2500 Index’s -18.49% drop. Likewise, the Ariel Mid
Cap Value Composite shedded -16.40% compared to -14.95% for the Russell Midcap Value Index and
-15.37% for the Russell Midcap Index. Meanwhile, the large companies that comprise the S&P 500 Index
posted a -13.52% loss.
The aforementioned quarter-end results managed to wipe out earlier gains—leaving our portfolios and all of
the indices in the red for 2018. To this point, the Ariel Small Cap Tax-Exempt Composite’s -13.44% gross of
fees (-14.29% net of fees) 12-month return trailed the Russell 2000 Value which lost -12.86% as well as the
Russell 2000’s -11.01% fall. Similarly, the Ariel Small/Mid Cap Value Composite ended the year with a
-12.98% gross of fees (-13.83% net of fees) decline which was just short of the Russell 2500 Value’s
-12.36% fall. The Russell 2500 performed better with its -10.00% decline. Lastly, the Ariel Mid Cap Value
Composite posted a -12.79% gross of fees (-13.66% net of fees) return versus -12.29% for the Russell
Midcap Value Index and -9.06% for the Russell Mid Cap Index. And once again, while nothing was spared,
the bigger names in the S&P 500 fared better with a -4.38% one year return.
Our lack of exposure to the Utilities sector explains a great deal of our performance shortfall when compared
to our primary value benchmarks for the quarter as well as the year. These high yielding, slow growing,
bond-like substitutes were the investment of choice for risk averse investors flying to safety. As a result,
while Utilities still posted negative returns during the quarter, they were less negative than everything else.
Moreover, across the capitalization ranges, it was generally the only sector that scored a gain in 2018. As
our investors know all too well, we consciously avoid these capital intensive monopolies because their feeble
growth tends to fall short of the 10-12% targets that we seek in a normalized environment, making their
longer-term returns generally uninspiring.
Beyond Utilities, the Materials & Processing sector looks problematic at first glance. And yet, just one name
in the sector proved painful to our portfolios during the quarter. On occasions, we have such a high level of
conviction for a company that we will own it across our small-, small/mid- and mid-cap strategies. Such is
the case with U.S. Silica Holdings, Inc. (SLCA) whose silica (a.k.a. sand) business took it on the chin in
sympathy with plummeting energy prices last year. The company is perhaps best known for the sand used
1
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by drillers to reinforce the ground during fracking. While true that its current fortunes are influenced by oil
and gas prices, the market has largely ignored SLCA’s other two business units: SandBox and the Industrial
& Special division. Sand happens to be an essential ingredient in everything from making glass for the auto
and homebuilding industries to filtration. Meanwhile, SandBox is a last mile logistics company whose
business is unrelated to the price per ton of silica. As a result, the company’s underappreciated business
segments are also less tied to volatile commodity prices and thereby protected by their own competitive
advantages. With the vast majority of investor attention focused on in-market sand prices, we believe in
December the company’s shares plummeted to a value below the stand-alone worth of those two segments.
Over time, we expect those same segments to grow to represent over 75% of the company’s EBITDA (or
earnings). As such, the recent sell-off gave us the opportunity to own more of this increasingly differentiated
company.

“Excellence is achieved by the mastery of the fundamentals.” — Vince Lombardi
With 2018’s year-end drama in hindsight and a market rebound already taking shape in the early weeks of
the new year, we are once again reminded of the market free falls since the recovery from the financial crisis
began nearly a decade ago. There was the Flash Crash in 2010; the U.S. credit rating downgrade in 2011;
some reverberating Chinese macroeconomic dramas in ‘15 and ‘16; and the most recent rout which seemed
to be more about politics than economics. But here is the thing—in each of these nose-dives prior to last
quarter, the Russell 2000 Index averaged a -15.8% decline and domestic stocks managed a fairly quick
recovery, measured in months. 3 In our view, these rebounds were generally fast and strong precisely
because the underlying fundamentals of our economy and its businesses were strong too. In short,
fundamentals matter and always win out. This concept is true in all things—from art, to music, to sports, to
investing.
Case in point, with Oscar season upon us, many are talking about the contenders. A Star is Born is now in
its fourth iteration, having first been released back in 1937. Each version was considered a bona fide hit in
its day. While one can debate which is best, the fundamentals of this “boy meets girl” story clearly work.
Then, there is Bohemian Rhapsody whose title is taken from Queen’s mega hit. This six-minute song has the
distinction of having reached the Top 40 in three different decades—the 1970s, 1990s and 2010s—
something only Prince has done before with 1999. Bohemian Rhapsody also has the singular honor of being
the most streamed classic rock song of all time. To this day, song writers marvel at band leader Freddie
Mercury’s simultaneous mastery and inclusion of so many genres in one song.
Now from movies and music, to the fundamentals of the U.S. economy and stock market. In summarizing
the S&P 500’s year-end result, The New York Times wrote, “It was the worst performance since 2008,
despite strong corporate earnings and the best readings in several decades in unemployment and consumer
confidence.” 4 In short, a sick stock market in a healthy economy. Even Federal Reserve Chairman, Jerome
“Jay” Powell seemed compelled to comment on the market’s underpinnings following its abrupt downturn.
At a meeting in Atlanta, “He said that 2018 had been ‘a good year for the United States economy’ and that
the latest economic data suggested ‘ongoing momentum heading into 2019.’ Walls Street’s pessimism, he

3
Peak to trough performance of the Russell 2000 Index using monthly returns, compounded geometrically, for the following periods:
4/30/10—6/30/10; 4/30/11—9/30/11; 5/31/15—9/30/15; and 11/30/15—2/29/16. (2016 was a leap year.)
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said, is ‘well ahead of the data.’” 5 We believe 2019 has had such a robust start—our portfolios included—
for precisely this reason. And if the economic data and the Federal Reserve Chairman are not convincing
enough, what say the corporate leaders? “’I feel like we’re trying to talk ourselves into a slowdown,’ Randall
Stephenson, AT&T’s chief executive said at a recent event organized by the Business Roundtable in
Washington. ‘There are clouds on the horizon,’ he added, prompting Mr. [Jamie] Dimon, who was also
onstage at the event, to say, ‘which have always been there.’” 6
Sharing these views, we used the market’s recent dislocation as an opportunity to accumulate shares of
mispriced companies. This is the classic Ariel playbook. Our actions should not be confused with a
reactionary “buy on dips” strategy. Instead, it is a “buy on fundamentals” philosophy. Accordingly, as the
market deteriorated in a mostly stable economy, we shopped. In addition to SLCA which was already
discussed, we also snatched up more shares of Mattel, Inc. (MAT) for all of our traditional value portfolios, as
well as Mohawk Industries, Inc. (MHK) for our small/mid strategy.
The MAT franchise is supported by world-class, leading toy brands that include Barbie, Fisher-Price, and
American Girl. Furthermore, new management is executing on their top priority of expanding content into
new areas including digital and film, while shoring up the balance sheet to enable much needed investment
back into development and growth areas. After years of poor execution and overall retail malaise, including
the liquidation of Toys R’ Us, the stock got hit particularly hard in December. We believe the market is failing
to acknowledge the real change occurring at the company and discounting the growth potential of these
under-managed brands.
MHK is a long time Ariel holding that suffered a particularly tough 2018. The company is the leading
manufacturer and distributor of flooring whose economies of scale and vertically integrated model allow for
low-cost production. MHK was negatively impacted by rapid raw material inflation over the second half of
2018, particularly in petroleum and transportation costs. Additionally, higher tariffs from Chinese sourced
products forced pass-through price increases to their end-markets which clipped demand. While these shortterm issues are real, a -60% decline in shares to its lows in December seemed excessive to us.

“The minute you get away from fundamentals—whether it’s proper technique, work ethic or mental
preparation—the bottom can fall out of your game, your schoolwork, your job, whatever you’re doing.”
— Michael Jordan
In the face of loud and consistent market noise, in order to be successful investors, we must stay focused on
the things that matter most. At Ariel, we have long subscribed to the notion that we are business analysts,
not stock analysts, and thus, the most critical aspect of our job is to assess a company’s ability to generate
revenues and profits. For that reason, we carefully assess its growth prospects, economic returns on capital,
financial health, and competitive positioning. This is where the term fundamental analysis originates.
As value investors, however, we also know the price paid for an array of company fundamentals is as
important as the characteristics themselves. This in combination with the performance of the business is
what generates returns for investors over the long run. Further, as patient investors, we also know many
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with much shorter time horizons often mistake everything from geopolitics and macroeconomic factors, to
fads and fashions as fundamentals—and in so doing, distort share prices. The silver lining is that these
distortions can create value. In fact, as uncomfortable as they can be, short-term disruptions like the fourth
quarter sell-off are not a time for hand-wringing. Instead, it is a time to methodically and thoughtfully shop
for years of future returns.
Portfolio Comings and Goings
In our small cap value portfolio, we purchased Knowles Corporation (KN) which provides microphones for cell
phones and hearing aids. Meanwhile, we eliminated Cars.com, Inc. (CARS) to pursue more compelling
opportunities.
In our small/mid cap portfolio, we purchased leading waste company Stericycle, Inc. (SRCL); cabinet maker,
Masco Corporation (MAS); as well as Knowles. Similarly, we sold Dun & Bradstreet Corporation (DNB),
International Speedway Corporation (ISCA) and Sotheby’s (BID) as they each approached full value.
We eliminated TEGNA, Inc. (TGNA), International Speedway Corporation and Anixter International Inc. (AXE)
from our mid cap strategy in order to take advantage of other opportunities. To that end, we added fusemanufacturer, Littelfuse, Inc. (LFUS); luxury retailer, Tiffany & Co. (TIF); and Molson Coors Brewing Company
(TAP).
As always, we appreciate the opportunity to serve you and welcome any questions or comments that you
might have.

Investing in small- and mid-cap companies is more risky and volatile than investing in large cap companies.
The intrinsic value of the stocks in which the portfolios invest may never be recognized by the broader
market. The portfolios are often concentrated in fewer sectors than their benchmarks, and their performance
may suffer if these sectors underperform the overall stock market.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Performance results are net of transaction costs and
reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Net performance of each Composite has been
reduced by the amount of the highest fee charged to any client in each Composite during the performance
period. Actual fees may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio
size. Fee information is available upon request and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV,
Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current performance may be lower or higher than the
performance data quoted. Ariel’s small, small/mid and mid cap portfolios differ from their primary
benchmarks with fewer holdings and more concentration in fewer sectors. Effective August 1, 2010, the Ariel
Mid Cap Value Composite was redefined to exclude pooled funds due to differences in performance
calculation methods.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The
information provided in this commentary does not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to
base an investment decision and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any
particular security.
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As of 12/31/18, the Ariel Small Cap Value (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced:
U.S. Silica Holdings, Inc. 3.16%; Mattel, Inc. 2.16% and Knowles Corporation 1.21%. As of 12/31/18, the
Ariel Small/Mid Cap Value (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced: Mattel, Inc.
2.88%; Mohawk Industries, Inc. 2.68%; Stericycle, Inc. 2.13%; Masco Corporation 1.49%; U.S. Silica
Holdings, Inc. 1.41% and Knowles Corporation 1.37%. As of 12/31/18, the Ariel Mid Cap Value
(representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced: Mattel, Inc. 2.34%; Littelfuse, Inc. 1.57%;
U.S. Silica Holdings, Inc. 1.19%; Tiffany & Co. 1.05% and Molson Coors Brewing Company 0.98%. Portfolio
holdings are subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the
performance of other portfolio holdings of the Composites.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors
cannot invest directly in an index. The Russell 2000® Value Index measures the performance of the smallcap value segment (companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values) of the
U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000® Index (a subset of the smallest 2000 companies of the Russell
3000® Index) measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell
2500™ Value Index measures the performance of the small to mid-cap value segment (companies with
lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell
2500™ Index (a subset of the smallest 2500 companies of the Russell 3000® Index) measures the
performance of the small to mid-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell Midcap® Value Index
measures the performance of the mid-cap value segment (companies with lower price-to-book ratios and
lower forecasted growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell Midcap® Index measures the
performance of the mid-cap segment (a subset of the smallest securities Russell 1000® Index) of the U.S.
equity universe. Frank Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks
and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither
Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying
data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or underlying data contained in this communication.
No further distribution of Russell data is permitted without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not
promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication. The S&P 500® Index is the most widely
accepted barometer of large cap U.S. equities. It includes 500 leading companies.
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Memorandum
To:

Friends of Ariel Investments

From:

Charlie Bobrinskoy, Vice Chairman and Portfolio Manager

Date:

January 28, 2019

Re:

Ariel Focused Value 4Q18 Client Letter

ARIEL FOCUSED VALUE COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: March 31, 2005

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-19.60%

-12.50%

7.43%

3.45%

10.49%

5.80%

Net of Fees

-19.73%

-13.06%

6.74%

2.78%

9.59%

4.88%

Russell 1000® Value Index

-11.72%

-8.27%

6.95%

5.95%

11.18%

6.50%

S&P 500® Index

-13.52%

-4.38%

9.26%

8.49%

13.12%

7.86%

The fourth quarter of 2018 was difficult for Ariel Focused Value and for value investing generally. Ariel Focused Value
declined -19.60%, offsetting gains in the prior nine months. This three month return resulted in a loss of -12.50% for
the full year versus -8.27% for the Russell 1000 Value Index and -4.38% for the S&P 500.
We prefer to “buy what others are selling” and, as a result, tend to own stocks with “negative momentum.” In certain
industries, we like to own companies trading at a discount to their book value, particularly investment banks whose
assets consist of liquid marketable securities. None of these preferences are unusual. They are all classic traits of
value investing. But in 2018, these preferences put us on the wrong side of a number of market trends.
Ned Davis Research Group 1 published a year-end report analyzing investing factors which worked well and poorly in
2018. In so doing, they calculated the performance of companies in the top decile of a certain factor compared to the
bottom decile of that same factor. For example, Ned Davis Group found companies whose stocks had the highest
correlation to the U.S. dollar outperformed companies with the lowest dollar correlation by +17.22% in 2018. So
what factors worked in 2018? Generally, growth dramatically outperformed value, companies with few assets (often
technology companies) beat asset intensive businesses, and momentum was a strong positive factor. Those with a
high correlation to U.S. government bonds, often called “bond substitute stocks,” outperformed by +15.97%. A
portfolio of the best performing stocks over the past 26 weeks outperformed by +11.59%, showing the strength of
momentum investing. Against this backdrop, it was a particularly difficult environment for our strategy of buying what
others are selling.
On the flip side, companies with the highest ratio of EBITDA to Enterprise Value, one of our favorite measures of
value, underperformed by -15.95%. The market rewarded companies with low current earnings but exciting future
“prospects.” The single worst performing factor in Ned Davis Group’s analysis was book-to-price. Companies with a
very high book value relative to stock price underperformed by a remarkable -19.30%. Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
1
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(GS), which ended the year trading at less than 82% of its book value, saw its shares decline -33.52%; a good
illustration of this phenomenon.
We believe interest rates—both in the U.S. and globally—remain at artificially low levels, objectively well below their
historical averages. As a result, we continue to avoid companies whose shares will perform poorly when interest rates
return to normal. These “bond substitute stocks,” which are often purchased in a search for current yield, include high
dividend paying utilities, Real Estate Investment Trusts and some Master Limited Partnerships. Generally this class of
securities pays a high dividend but has relatively low earnings growth potential. These stocks are not trading at a
discount to their intrinsic value. Their shares have been bid up due to unusually low rates. As a result, we have
avoided this sector in Ariel Focused Value. This strategy helped our relative results over the last three years as U.S.
rates have risen. The yield on the U.S. Treasury 10-year increased from the year low of +1.37% in 2016 to +3.24%
in September of 2018, putting downward pressure on these bond substitutes. However, in the fourth quarter, this
trend reversed with the yield on the 10-year falling all the way back to +2.66% in December. This drop in interest
rates propelled utility shares in the fourth quarter. We continue to believe rates will eventually revert to their mean,
perhaps even higher. Therefore, we continue to avoid utilities and REIT despite the short-term pressure on returns.
On an individual company basis, the stocks helping performance most in 2018 were Zebra Technologies Corporation
(ZBRA), Hanger, Inc. (HNGR) and KKR & Co. Inc. (KKR). ZBRA’s shares returned +53.40% last year as the company’s
strategy of combining bar code printers with bar code scanners has produced a compelling marketplace offering,
particularly for retailers intent on tracking inventory in an Omni channel strategy. HNGR shares rose +20.32% once
the company returned to the New York Stock Exchange after updating its financial filings. HNGR continues to be a
leader in providing orthotic and prosthetic products and services which is a growing industry due to increases in
obesity and severe diabetes. As we have discussed in past letters, KKR converted from a partnership to a C-Corp
structure last year increasing the universe of its potential shareholders. As its shares reached a 10-year high of $28.73
in the third quarter, we lightened our position. In the fourth quarter, however, KKR declined -27.64% amid the
general market downturn compounded by the company’s significant investment in the U.S. oil and gas exploration
industry. KKR is a leader in a growing, highly profitable industry with a stock that exhibits far more volatility than the
underlying business.
In 2018, our biggest detractors were Stericycle, Inc. (SRCL), Barrick Gold Corporation (GOLD) and BorgWarner Inc.
(BWA). SRCL, a Wall Street favorite for decades, declined a remarkable -41.33% in 2018. We initiated a position in
this leading medical waste management company in early 2018 after its share price had already been cut in half from
its 2016 high. SRCL had built its leading position through a series of acquisitions of smaller independent disposal
companies. In hindsight, these acquisitions had not been properly integrated. In particular, price increases for certain
smaller low quantity (“LQ”) customers were artificially high and not transparent. SRCL faced lawsuits for deceptive
pricing practices. The medical waste disposal business continues to grow and has large regulatory barriers to entry.
Our market checks indicate the company is still well regarded by its customers and can put its pricing issues behind it.
By our estimates, the company is worth more than double its $37 year-end price.
GOLD fell -11.42% in 2018. Its stock has performed poorly despite relative strength in the price of gold. GOLD has
faced mounting political pressures in Africa where the Tanzanian government threatened nationalization of its incountry mines. The company eventually turned over a 16% stake in three mines to the Tanzanian government in
addition to the payment of $300 million in new taxes. Adding insult to injury, GOLD increased its exposure to African
political risk by merging with Randgold, a gold mining company with an even higher concentration in Africa.
Subsequent to the deal’s announcement, we sold out of our position.
BWA shed -30.97% in 2018 despite increasing earnings and good growth prospects in 2019. BWA is a leading
provider of engine and drive train products for combustion, hybrid and electric vehicles. Its stock has been pressured
over investor concerns regarding the end of gasoline powered vehicles. Many of the company’s products such as
turbochargers are indeed not used on electric vehicles (“EVs”). We believe gasoline powered cars will continue to be
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produced in large quantities for the next 10-25 years. We also believe BWA is well-positioned for the increased
production of electric vehicles as the company actually has higher content per vehicle on EV cars than on existing
gasoline cars due to the technical challenges in producing power and acceleration on EV cars. At less than 9 times
our estimate of next year’s increasing earnings, BWA is one of our favorite holdings.
Normally, we do not comment on events following quarter end. However, through January 25, 2019, Ariel Focused
Value has returned +10.16% compared to +6.39% for the Russell 1000 Value and +6.41% for the S&P 500,
thereby recovering from some of last year’s disappointing losses. While it is early, we are pleased to be off to a
promising start to the new year.
Portfolio Comings and Goings
This quarter, we initiated a position in Mohawk Industries, Inc. (MHK), a global floor manufacturer with an owneroperated management team. As previously mentioned, we exited GOLD following their recent merger announcement.

Investing in equity stocks is risky and subject to the volatility of the markets. Investing in small- and mid-cap
companies is more risky and volatile than investing in large-cap companies. The intrinsic value of the stocks in which
the portfolio invests may never be recognized by the broader market. A focused portfolio may be subject to greater
volatility than a more diversified investment.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Performance of the Ariel Focused Value Composite has been reduced
by the amount of the highest fee charged to any client in the Composite during the performance period. Actual fees
may vary depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio size. A complete fee schedule
is available upon request and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed
in U.S. dollars. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. The Ariel Focused
Value Composite differs from its benchmark with dramatically fewer holdings concentrated in fewer sectors.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 12/31/18, Ariel Focused Value (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced: Hanger, Inc.
5.01%; BorgWarner, Inc. 4.26%; KKR & Co. Inc. 3.35%; Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 3.28%; Zebra Technologies
Corporation 3.24%; Stericycle, Inc. 2.37% and Mohawk Industries, Inc. 1.05%. The portfolio holdings are subject to
change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance of other portfolio
holdings of Ariel Focused Value Composite.
A REIT (real estate investment trust) is a security that invests in real estate. REITs receive special tax considerations,
have potentially high yields, and offer a liquid method of investing in real estate. Risks include interest rate and
overdevelopment risk. MLPs have risks that include governance features that can favor management over other
investors, potential conflicts of interest, and concentrated exposure to a single industry or commodity. Utility stocks
tend to offer high-yield dividends, though the prices are unlikely to fluctuate. This reduces the potential for capital gain
and presents the risk of loss. Treasury bonds are issued by the government of the United States. Payment of principal
and interest is guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government, and interest earned is exempt from state
and local taxes.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell 1000® Value Index measures the performance of the large-cap value segment
9

(companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower expected growth values) of the U.S. equity universe. Frank
Russell Company (“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the
Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any
liability for any errors or omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell
Indexes and/or underlying data contained in this communication. No further distribution of Russell data is permitted
without Russell’s express written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this
communication. The S&P 500® Index is the most widely accepted barometer of large cap U.S. equities. It includes
500 leading companies.
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Deep Value

Memorandum
To:

Friends of Ariel Investments

From:

David M. Maley, Lead Portfolio Manager

Date:

January 29, 2019

Re:

Ariel Micro-Cap Value and Small Cap Deep Value 4Q18 Client Letter

ARIEL MICRO-CAP VALUE COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: July 31, 2002

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Gross of Fees

-18.42%

-18.01%

-1.61%

-8.79%

7.26%

6.73%

Net of Fees

-18.67%

-19.02%

-2.83%

-9.92%

5.93%

4.68%

Russell Microcap® Value Index

-19.45%

-11.96%

8.50%

4.27%

11.20%

8.70%

Russell Microcap® Index

-22.14%

-13.08%

5.79%

3.08%

11.71%

8.38%

S&P 500® Index

-13.52%

-4.38%

9.26%

8.49%

13.12%

8.55%

10 Years Since Inception

ARIEL SMALL CAP DEEP VALUE COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Annualized

Inception date: October 31, 2013
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 years Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-21.84%

-22.11%

1.83%

-5.95%

-4.78%

Net of Fees

-22.04%

-22.88%

0.82%

-6.88%

-5.72%

Russell 2000® Value Index

-18.67%

-12.86%

7.37%

3.61%

4.63%

Russell 2000® Index

-20.20%

-11.01%

7.36%

4.41%

5.46%

S&P 500® Index

-13.52%

-4.38%

9.26%

8.49%

9.37%

The fourth quarter of 2018 was historically punishing for investors, with a -9.03% decline marking the worst
December for the S&P 500 since 1931. Rising interest rates with a hawkish Fed, heightened trade tensions, and a fear
of slowing earnings and even recession already had the markets on edge. Late year political chaos, mutual fund
redemptions, and tax loss selling added fuel to the fire, putting most market indexes near the -20% territory which is
generally used to define a bear market.
While markets have been challenging, we do not believe much has actually changed at the fundamental level. Our
companies have mostly fared well, with our average intrinsic value actually rising modestly for the year. 1 Thus the
The average intrinsic value of each portfolio is a weighted average calculation of the private market value (PMV) of the year-end holdings in
each portfolio’s representative account. PMV is Ariel’s internal estimate of fair value for each company.
1

1

gap between price and value for the portfolios has risen dramatically, to levels last seen in early 2016 and near alltime highs.
Discount to
PMV
9/30/18
-38.8%
-40.5%

Micro-Cap Value
Small Cap Deep Value

4Q18
-18.4%
-21.8%

Discount to
PMV
12/31/18
-48.7%
-50.3% 2

Although we have historically used Russell Value indexes as primary benchmarks, we have also been concerned that
they poorly represent our deep value portfolios due to size and industry weightings. Specifically, they skew larger and
have massive financial weightings with an emphasis on banks—where we rarely find candidates. In 2015, LD Micro
created a microcap index which we have studied and now has nearly three calendar years. We plan to do more work
on this index and potentially write in detail about it soon. At a minimum, this index gives further insight into the
world in which we specialize, and it may prove to be a better fit going forward.

LD Micro Inception Date - February 2, 2016

Ariel Micro-Cap Value
Ariel Small Cap Deep Value
LD Micro Index

4Q18
-18.42%
-21.84%
-26.54%

2018
-18.01%
-22.11%
-25.13%

As of December 31, 2018
Annualized
Since LD Micro
2017
Inception
3.54%
-1.17%
9.50%
5.18%
1.67%
17.95%

2

A Focus on Fundamental Value
As long-term investors, we focus on intrinsic value which we believe is ultimately rewarded by the market. In that
vein, long periods of underperformance actually signal potential for future gains. Again, although there are some
clear winners and losers, we believe in aggregate our portfolios are worth more than a year ago. Accordingly, we
thought it would be instructive to discuss our largest winners and losers of 2018 in terms of pure fundamentals, along
with one example in each direction where a company’s stock price diverged from changes in intrinsic value.
Kindred Biosciences (KIN)
Easily our biggest fundamental winner in 2018, Kindred, an animal pharmaceutical developer, remains one of our
highest conviction holdings. Our PMV estimate soared by +142% 3 during the year, led by two developments. In
May, Mirataz, the first and only transdermal treatment for weight loss in cats, was approved and subsequently
launched. This moved the company from the development to the commercial stage. Then, in October, KIN announced
positive results for its fully-canonized anti-IL31 antibody for the treatment of atopic dermatitis. One in six dogs has
this skin allergy, making this a potentially multi-hundred million dollar opportunity. The results of this study along
with the likelihood of success in other similar molecules being developed by KIN dramatically augmented the intrinsic
value for this well-managed company.

This represents Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite and Ariel Small Cap Deep Value Composite (gross of fees)
This represents a change in Ariel’s estimate of the portfolio holding’s private market value (PMV) and is not indicative of the portfolio holding’s
performance.
2

2

3

SeaChange International (SEAC)
While Chief Executive Officer, Ed Terino, has done a solid job of cutting costs and preserving cash since stepping in as
CEO of this digital media software provider in 2016, industry forces have made the turnaround harder than he or we
anticipated. Budget cuts and delayed orders by key customers caused us to cut both our revenue estimates and the
multiple we apply, thereby driving our PMV down -55%3 since year-end 2017. We continue to hold a small position
as the stock now trades below tangible book value and at just 140% of cash. Optionality exists based on a robust
bookings pipeline and/or being acquired, which could drive meaningful upside, but we are not willing to include these
in our base case valuation.
Glu Mobile (GLUU)
Our investment in Glu Mobile represents the best of outcomes—a company that was deeply discounted at purchase,
that grew intrinsic value. Then, its stock rose by even more than the fundamental value increased, as enthusiasm and
momentum took hold. Chief Executive Officer, Nick Earl, took the helm of this mobile gaming company in late 2016
and successfully implemented a growth strategy based on internal creative IP, game launch decision-making, and
operational excellence as well as financial discipline. As results improved, our PMV rose by +37%. 4 In August, as
the stock ran through our valuation target, we sold the last of our holdings at a year-to-date gain of roughly +90%.
180 Degree Capital (TURN)
This is an example where intrinsic value grew +4.7%4 yet the stock declined -11.17% over the year. Chief Executive
Officer, Kevin Rendino, and President, Daniel Wolfe, make up perhaps our favorite management team. They provide
experience and a fanatical devotion to shareholder value for the former Harris & Harris Group. They have successfully
transitioned the company from a Business Development Company (BDC) to a closed-end fund focused on constructive
activism. Net Asset Value (NAV) grew for the second straight year after a multi-year decline. We believe investors
have yet to appreciate the discount to true asset value of TURN’s legacy private investments along with management’s
ability to identify and drive realization of undervalued public companies. We believe the stock is worth more than
twice its current quote.
Portfolio Comings and Goings
We did not purchase any new names in our micro-cap portfolio or small cap deep value portfolio this quarter. In our
micro-cap strategy, we eliminated Team, Inc. (TISI) to add to some of our more compelling names. Likewise, in our
small cap deep value strategy, we sold out of TISI, as well as AutoWeb (AUTO) to pursue more opportunities.
As always, we appreciate your interest and welcome any questions.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Investing in micro-cap and small-cap companies is more risky and volatile than investing in large companies. The
intrinsic value of the stocks in which the portfolios invest may never be recognized by the broader market.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Performance of each Composite has been reduced by the amount of the
highest fee charged to any client in each Composite during the performance period. Actual fees may vary depending
on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio size. Fee information is available upon request and
may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. The Ariel Small Cap Deep Value Composite
and the Micro-Cap Value Composite differ from their primary benchmarks with fewer holdings concentrated in fewer
sectors.
4

This represents a change in Ariel’s estimate of the portfolio holding’s private market value (PMV) and is not indicative of the portfolio holding’s
performance.
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Net returns of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite beginning May 2009 reflect the deduction of the advisory fee. Net
returns of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite prior to May 2009 are net of a 20% incentive fee, other expenses,
management fees, and profit allocations. The performance results prior to April 30, 2009 were achieved while David
Maley managed the strategy at his prior firm using a substantially similar investment style. Mr. Maley began
managing this strategy at Ariel on April 30, 2009. The performance results achieved at Mr. Maley’s prior firm are
linked to the performance results of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite. The strategy will on occasion hold cash
when values are difficult to identify. Also, the strategy at times includes temporary investments in Exchange Traded
Funds (ETFs) while seeking other investment opportunities. During June 2004 through January 2008, the investment
strategy included periodically holding short positions in certain ETFs. This practice may have had a material effect on
returns.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The information in
this commentary does not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment decision and
should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 12/31/18, the Ariel Micro-Cap Value (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced: Kindred
Biosciences, Inc. 5.98%; 180 Degree Capital Corporation 4.27%; and SeaChange Intl, Inc. 1.04%.
As of 12/31/18, the Ariel Small Cap Deep Value (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced:
Kindred Biosciences, Inc. 6.15%; 180 Degree Capital Corporation 2.11%; and SeaChange Intl, Inc. 1.11%.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the
performance of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel Micro-Cap Value Composite or the Ariel Small Cap Deep Value
Composite.
Index returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings. Indexes are unmanaged, and investors cannot
invest directly in an index. The Russell Microcap® Value Index measures the performance of the microcap value
segment (companies that are considered more value oriented, relative to the overall market) of the U.S. equity market.
The Russell Microcap® Index measures the performance of the microcap segment (1,000 of the smallest securities in
the small-cap Russell 2000® Index) of the U.S. equity market. The Russell 2000® Value Index measures the
performance of the small-cap value segment (companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth
values) of the U. S. equity universe. The Russell 2000® Index measures the performance of the small-cap segment
(2000 of the smallest securities of the Russell 3000® Index) of the U.S. equity universe. Frank Russell Company
(“Russell”) is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.
Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company. Neither Russell nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or
omissions in the Russell Indexes or underlying data and no party may rely on any Russell Indexes and/or underlying
data contained in this communication. No further distribution of Russell data is permitted without Russell’s express
written consent. Russell does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication. The S&P 500®
Index is the most widely accepted barometer of large cap U.S. equities. It includes 500 leading companies. The LD
Micro Index is designed to give the most accurate representation of the intraday activity of microcap stocks in North
America, employing a mixture of screening for inclusion and manual exclusion where deemed appropriate. The index
is market cap weighted and is comprised of approximately 1,014 stocks in the U.S. and Canada. As of June 30, 2018,
the market cap of the companies in the index ranged between $50 million and $300 million.
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Global

Memorandum
To:

Friends of Ariel Investments

From:

Rupal J. Bhansali, Chief Investment Officer, International and Global Equities

Date:

January 30, 2019

Re:

Ariel International and Ariel Global 4Q18 Client Letter

ARIEL INTERNATIONAL (DM) COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: December 31, 2011

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-9.18%

-8.91%

2.45%

2.06%

6.17%

Net of Fees

-9.36%

-9.63%

1.63%

1.25%

5.29%

MSCI EAFE

-12.54%

-13.79%

2.87%

0.53%

5.75%

ARIEL INTERNATIONAL (DM/EM) COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Annualized

Inception date: December 31, 2011
Gross of Fees
Net of Fees
MSCI ACWI ex-US

4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Since Inception

-9.22%

-9.05%

4.09%

2.57%

6.57%

-9.40%

-9.78%

3.27%

1.76%

5.66%

-11.46%

-14.20%

4.48%

0.68%

4.85%

ARIEL GLOBAL COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2018
Inception date: December 31, 2011

Annualized
4Q18

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Since Inception

Gross of Fees

-11.29%

-5.08%

5.97%

5.27%

9.14%

Net of Fees

-11.46%

-5.83%

5.12%

4.43%

8.21%

MSCI ACWI Index

-12.75%

-9.42%

6.60%

4.26%

8.38%

Performance without turnover
Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of 2018 was the dramatic deviation in stock market returns from the prior year.
Markets swung from delivering double digit gains in 2017 to posting significant losses in 2018. Emerging markets
went from being the best performing asset class (+37.28%) to the worst (-14.57%). 1 And whereas the international
developed markets outperformed the U.S. in 2017, they underperformed last year.

1

MSCI Emerging Markets Index
1

In short, a slew of macro factors stoked investor fears and drove markets down. But as conditions deteriorated, our
portfolios began to outperform. While we lagged in the momentum-driven, late-stage bull market that persisted for
most of 2017 and into 2018, we better protected capital in the recent downturn. When all was said and done, our
International and Global portfolios significantly outperformed their benchmarks. Given our dual performance
objectives to deliver strong absolute and relative returns, we are not surprised by this outcome. At the core of every
stock thesis is a process that considers the upside as well as the downside potential for a name.
The more the markets change, the more we stay the same
Notably, our strong relative performance was achieved with portfolio turnover near historical lows. Over the last year,
turnover in our Global portfolio was 12.9%, while it was 9.0% in our International (DM) strategy and 16.2% in our
International (DM/EM) accounts. In other words, the exact same holdings that hurt one year, actually helped the next.
In fact, most of the issues that drove outperformance were longtime holdings which illustrates the merits of our
patient approach. While markets may change from one period to the next, our investment process remains the same.
Risk management is embedded in every step—regardless of the market backdrop. This discipline lies in stark contrast
to many portfolio managers who choose to reposition portfolios in response to gyrating stock prices which not only
drives up turnover, but also trading costs. The following two examples underscore this point.
Pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) has an industry-leading respiratory franchise focused on asthma and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) which includes a number of illnesses such as chronic bronchitis and
emphysema. Additionally, GSK’s consumer (including household brands such as Panadol, Theraflu, Sensodyne and
Tums) and vaccines businesses now have potential for significant margin improvement through a joint venture with
Pfizer Inc. (PFE). In our view, all three businesses have high barriers to entry, attractive long-term economics and
resilient cash flows. Additionally, GSK has a strong balance sheet and offers an attractive dividend yield of over 5%.
However, the headwind arising from the patent expiration of its blockbuster asthma drug, Advair, combined with not
meeting overly optimistic expectations from its interest in VIIV Healthcare, led to weak share price performance in
2017. Despite these shortcomings, we believed most investors were overlooking the longer term opportunity from a
strong new product pipeline. Over time, consensus moved closer to our expectations. As investor interest in GSK’s
defensive characteristics grew, our patience was rewarded as its price appreciated more than +19% since the 2017
decline in GSK’s London shares. We continue to hold GSK given the upside that we still see ahead.
Ahold Delhaize (AD) was another top contributor in 2018 whose gains followed a challenging period. As you may
recall, Ahold and Delhaize (Belgium) merged in 2016. The resulting company represents a supermarket chain with
approximately half its business in the Benelux and other half in the U.S. where it operates brands such as Food Lion,
Stop & Shop and Peapod. Its larger scale complementary strengths and limited geographic overlap drove strong
synergies. Solid execution and judicious capital expenditures have resulted in superior operating margins, prodigious
free cash flow generation and generous payouts in the form of dividends and buybacks.
Unfortunately, AD’s shares fell sharply following Amazon’s (AMZN) acquisition of Whole Foods in 2017. Investors
feared AMZN would disrupt groceries the way the online behemoth had fundamentally changed other segments of
retail. Our research suggested this conclusion was incorrect. We believed AMZN’s purchase of Whole Foods was not
an offensive move, but a defensive one—the company lacked the specialized distribution capabilities needed to
handle perishable goods that Whole Foods possessed. We took advantage of the pullback in AD to significantly
increase our position.
Subsequently, the company’s shares have jumped +54% between September 2017 and December 2018—now
trading well above prior highs, and supported by strong results and share buyback commitments. With its leading
market share in most regions, AD continues to generate hefty cash flows. This allows for returns on invested capital in
2

the 15-20% range over the last decade which is high in absolute terms as well as relative to the grocery sector.
Collectively, these factors coupled with a strong 3% dividend yield contributed to our attraction to the business.
While both GSK and AD shares sagged in 2017, we know short-term performance setbacks often reverse when
investor sentiment changes. In the near-term, stock prices often reflect nothing more than hopes and fears. In the
long run, however, they trade based upon fundamentals. As such, both companies are good examples of the high
quality businesses we invest in—businesses with strong competitive positions, high returns on invested capital,
significant growth potential, and sturdy financial resources.
As always, we appreciate the opportunity to serve you and welcome any questions or comments you might have.

Investments in foreign securities may underperform and may be more volatile than comparable U.S. stocks because of
the risks involving foreign economies and markets, foreign political systems, foreign regulatory standards, and foreign
currencies and taxes. The use of currency derivatives, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and other hedges may increase
investment losses and expenses and create more volatility. Investments in emerging markets present additional risks,
such as difficulties in selling on a timely basis and at an acceptable price. The intrinsic value of the stocks in which the
portfolios invest may never be recognized by the broader market.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Net performance of each Composite has been reduced by the amount
of the highest fee charged to any client in each Composite during the performance period. Actual fees may vary
depending on, among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio size. Fee information is available upon
request and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC’s Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars.
Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted.
The Ariel International (DM) Composite differs from its benchmark, the MSCI EAFE Index, because: (i) the Composite
has fewer holdings than the benchmark, (ii) the Composite will invest in Canada, and (iii) the Composite will at times
invest a portion of its assets in the U.S. and emerging markets. The Ariel International (DM/EM) Composite differs
from its benchmark, the MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index) ex-US, because: (i) the Composite has fewer holdings
than the benchmark and (ii) the Composite will at times invest a portion of its assets in the U.S. The Ariel Global
Composite differs from its benchmark, the MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index), because the Composite has fewer
holdings than the benchmark.
As of 12/31/18, the Ariel International (DM) Composite (representative portfolio) held the following positions
referenced: GlaxoSmithKline plc 6.07% and Ahold Delhaize N.V. 4.94%. As of 12/31/18, the Ariel International (DM/
EM) Composite (representative portfolio) held the following positions referenced: GlaxoSmithKline plc 6.96% and
Ahold Delhaize N.V. 3.98%. As of 12/31/18, the Ariel Global Composite (representative portfolio) held the following
positions referenced: GlaxoSmithKline plc 3.91%; GlaxoSmithKline plc ADR 1.94% and Ahold Delhaize N.V. 1.03%.
The returns of GlaxoSmithKline plc mentioned in the letter represents the returns of ordinary shares. Portfolio holdings
are subject to change. The performance of any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance of other
holdings in any Composite.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
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Investors cannot invest directly in an index. MSCI EAFE Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of companies
in developed markets, excluding the U.S. and Canada. The MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index) ex-U.S. is an
unmanaged, market-weighted index of global developed and emerging markets, excluding the United States. MSCI
ACWI (All Country World Index) is an unmanaged, market weighted index of global developed and emerging markets.
The MSCI Index net returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings, including the dividends net of the
maximum withholding tax applicable to non-resident institutional investors that do not benefit from double taxation
treaties. MSCI uses the maximum tax rate applicable to institutional investors, as determined by the companies’
country of incorporation. Source: MSCI. MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall
have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further
redistributed or used to create indices or financial products. This report is not approved or produced by MSCI.
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Ariel Investments
200 East Randolph Street
Suite 2900
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312.726.0140 phone
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Slow and steady wins the race.

